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introduction

• This talk concerns what it means to
“preserve” a virtual world
– Mainly Game worlds (mmorpgs) but also
social worlds (second Life – remember that?)

• Mmos are generally considered to be a
genre of computer game
– They’re sold as computer games
– They appear in computer games charts

• So ... Can’t we preserve them just as
we would any other computer game?

Not games

• Here is an inhabitant of leicester:

Backing up

• Why do we want to preserve
anything for future generations?
• Standard response: So they can learn
from it
• Learn what, though?
– Who we were?
– Who they are?
– Why are important things important?

• Put another way: history, literature
and art

historians

• Historians aim to understand old meaning
from old artefacts
– The past means the people of the past

• Preservation is important to historians
because it gives them a source
• They use it to reconstruct the past
• They can then explain the past in ways
relevant to their present
– Which also act as historical documents for
tomorRow’s historians

games

• A game historian playing galaxian today
can only imagine what it must have
been like playing it when it first came out
– Well, It was like space invaders except i could
get to the second scrEen

• To understand games of the past you
need to put aside your present-day self
and try to play as your period self
• This can help you get a sense of what
games meant to people back then

texts

• To preserve a Non-mmo is to treat it
much as a library would an ancient text
• You kEep the original in its original
form wherever possible but reproduce
its content in an aCcesSible form
• The problems are mainly practical
to do with h/w and s/w simulation
– Retain original software that runs on
original, working hardware if you can
– use simulators to demonstrate it

literature

• students of literature revel in the fact
that the same text today doesn’t mean
what it did in the past
• language and symbols gradually
change in meaning over time
• Books are situated in their historical
context but are open to interpretation
• Most importantly, today’s readers are
NOT the readers of the past
• Jane austen 2012 is not jane austen 1816

games

• A games studies expert looking at an
old game isn’t trying to extract old
meaning from old symbols
• They’re trying to extract new symbols
• The designer ceded authorial control
when the game was published
• It’s now an artefact for people in general
to interpret how they will
• If you play a 1985 game for fun, does it
maTter whether it’s 1985-player fun?

art

• You can look at the mona lisa as a
document of 16th century tuscany
• You can look on it as something you
consider beautiful or admirable
• You can also look on it as an
expression of artistic intent
• In this view, the artist is attempting to
convey a meSsage through their work
• By experiencing the work, an expert
can divine the artist’s meaning

games

• a games expert playing old games gains
insight into the games’ creators minds
• They sEe how ideas develop and
change over time
• They can tell a molyneux game from a
meiers game as easily as they can tell
mozart from lady gaga
• In gaining this understanding, they are
better able to create their own games

vesuvius

• This is mount
vesuvius erupting in
1944
– I couldn’t find photos
from 79

mmos

• All this would all be fine if mmos were
games, but they’re not
• They’re places
• Just like places, the people who live there
are part of the place
• You can’t talk about leicester without
considering the inhabitants of leicester

Not games

• What mmos are is bound up with
who inhabits them
• You can’t separate the two
– Well, you can, but then you miss half the
picture

• Mmo players are an intrinsic part of:
– The historical context
– The artefact created
– The medium through which any authorial
message is being delivered

archaeology

• Preserving only the software of an
mmo is like preserving only the
buildings of a city
• That’s better than nothing, but its study
basically amounts to archaeology
• It’s preserving only empty spaces
• If we’re preserving for a purpose, we
need to help people use what we preserve
• For mmos, that means preserving the
players as well as the world

anthropology

• cryogenically preserving random players
comes with some tiresome moral issues
• if we can’t preserve them, the next best
thing is to preserve studies of them
• There is a discipline for studying
communities: anthropology
– an ethnology fills the preservational hole

• Unfortunately, you can only
undertake an anthropological study
before your city is buried in ash

problems

• Expense aside, There are practical
problems with creating on-going studies
of virtual worlds
• The worlds themselves change
– Wow 2004 is not wow 2012

• The players change over time
• There can be cultural diFferences
between servers
– Minor but still present

• Studies last months, not a decade

possibilities

• despite all that, we could still help the
people for whom we’re preserving mmos
– Videos of people playing at various points
in their playing career
• (actual players, not academics)

– Interviews with the designers and
developers
– Design docs

• Archive what we think the people 200
years from now will need to know to
make sense of what we’re preserving

conclusion

• If something is worth saving, it’s
worth saving for a reason
• We should anticipate that reason and
provide as much supporting matter as we
can to aid researchers of the future
• For mmos, this would ideally include an
ethnology
• For aLl computer games, it means more
than just the software and hardware
• That is the place to start, though!

